
Aviation, boating, hospitality, shipping and other leisure companies around the world 
utilize ABUKAI to save time and money. ABUKAI Expenses enables crew and staff to 
easily capture expense receipts. ABUKAI then turns the receipts and invoices into an 
organized summary expense report, which then can be directly submitted to remote 
owners or finance staff. ABUKAI eliminates all the cumbersome work associated with 
expense reports including typing data from receipts, converting foreign currency 
expenses, and categorizing each expense. 

Crew and staff can focus on providing a great client experience instead of spending 
time on paperwork or falling behind with bookkeeping. Faster turn-around of bills 
with better records can improve cashflow, but also improve clarity, oversight and 
confidence in staff for owners, finance staff or management. ABUKAI even works 
offline, which saves money on roaming and satellite charges. ABUKAI also recognizes 
international receipts, in any language or currency. 
 
How ABUKAI works:

Step 1. Simply take a picture of each receipt or invoice when incurred.

Step 2. Press “Submit” whenever you are ready.

Staff and/or owners will receive their finished expense report with cost categorization, 
date, vendor, amount and all the other information already filled in. In only 2 
steps! ABUKAI can also configure approval flows or integrate with central financial 
management systems e.g. to manage fleets or a large number of properties.

Instead of having to manually enter each expense entry, with ABUKAI Expenses, users 
only need to take a picture of the receipt anywhere the journey takes them, enabling 
them to focus on their main tasks and the client experience instead. 

Case Example:  Simple Harmony, a Nautor Swan 68 yacht designed by Germán 
Frers, fulfills the true sailor’s every desire for performance, 
beauty and grace. The boat marries one-of-a-kind sailing 
performance with a comfortable, classic interior. Captain Cliff 
Asbel began his lifelong service to the marine industry while 
attending the University of Michigan and has dedicated his 
entire working career to the service of yachts. Cliff utilizes 

ABUKAI Expenses to track all the receipts and expenses during the journeys. Using 
ABUKAI, Cliff can keep the owner easily informed on expenses immediately with very 
organized and transparent reporting.
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“ABUKAI gives me an expense report that I have going to my owner and he 
can see exactly what is going on in a nice spreadsheet. This really simplified 
our lives.

 I have just reviewed the last report with multiple currencies.  Frankly, 
ABUKAI is onto something huge. I couldn’t have made it more difficult and 
yet the result is in the report. Amazing!” 

Cliff Asbel, Yacht Captain 
Simple Harmony, 68 ft Swan

Boating/Shipping/Transportation/Hospitality: Easily track your 
receipts during a journey and provide organized reporting to owners


